
 BEPOCAM ZD47 dual video recorder 4K+1080p

Generuota 2024-05-13

Name Description

More Front camera 4K: 3840*2160 / 2160P @24fps
Rear Camera 1080 : 1920*1080 / 1080P @30fps
The ZD47 dash cam has front and rear cameras that can record simultaneously. The front
camera supports 4K resolution and can capture road information very clearly. The rear
camera supports 1080P resolution, and compared to most rear cameras that only have 720P,
it can capture road information at the rear of the car, including the number plate, much
more clearly.
What makes this dash cam unique is that it has a CPL filter. The CPL filter is a polarizer
attachment that allows you to expose the image of your dash cam in the most comfortable
way. It reduces surface reflections on the windscreen or intense sun reflections in front of
the car. So you can get the best shots while driving. regardless of challenging lighting
conditions. In addition to improving image quality, the CPL filter also acts as a shield to
protect the camera lens from fingerprints, scratches and dirt.
With integrated GPS, the BEPOCAM 4K camcorder can accurately record the driving route
and speed for later review. The GPS module is built into the dash cam, requires no
installation and is easy to use.
This 4K camcorder is WiFi-enabled and you can view real-time video, playback and download
videos using the free WitCam app (works with Android and iOS devices). You can also easily
share your recorded videos with friends and family via youtube, twitter, tiktok, facebook and
more.
Effectively increasing the filming width can effectively reduce accidents and protect yourself.
It can effectively identify moving people and objects and is often used to monitor car parks
to effectively prevent scratches or scrapes. Ensure better vehicle maintenance, record
footage and store the evidence on the recorder.
When a vehicle is stopped, scratched or a collision occurs, the situation can be recorded as
the best evidence to find the person responsible. It can also capture the entire course of the
accident and reduce the car owners' losses.

Model ZD47

SCREEN SIZE 2.0" IPS display, 240*320
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Name Description

PALAIKYMAS Supported mobile phone languages: English, Russian, French, Spanish, Portuguese, German,
Italian, Japanese, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese.
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